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Abstract
Machine learning models are trained to find
patterns in data. NLP models can inadvertently
learn socially undesirable patterns when training on gender biased text. In this work, we propose a novel, general framework that decomposes gender bias in text along several pragmatic and semantic dimensions: bias from the
gender of the person being spoken about, bias
from the gender of the person being spoken to,
and bias from the gender of the speaker. Using
this fine-grained framework, we automatically
annotate eight large scale datasets with gender information. In addition, we collect a new,
crowdsourced evaluation benchmark. Distinguishing between gender bias along multiple
dimensions enables us to train better and more
fine-grained gender bias classifiers. We show
our classifiers are valuable for a variety of applications, like controlling for gender bias in
generative models, detecting gender bias in arbitrary text, and classifying text as offensive
based on its genderedness.

1

Figure 1: Framework for Gender Bias in Dialogue. We
propose a framework separating gendered language based on
who you are speaking ABOUT, speaking TO, and speaking AS.

Introduction

Language is a primary means by which people communicate, express their identities, and categorize
themselves and others both explicitly and implicitly. Such social information is present in the words
we write and, consequently, in the text we use to
train our NLP models. In particular, models often
can unwittingly learn negative associations about
protected groups present in their training data and
propagate them. In particular, NLP models often
learn to replicate unwanted gender biases present
in society (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Hovy and Spruit,
2016; Caliskan et al., 2017; Rudinger et al., 2017;
Garg et al., 2018; Gonen and Goldberg, 2019; Dinan et al., 2020). Since unwanted gender biases can
affect downstream applications—sometimes even
∗
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leading to poor user experiences—understanding
and mitigating gender bias is an important step
towards making NLP tools and models safer and
more equitable. In this paper, we provide a finegrained framework for that purpose, analyze the
presence of gender bias in models and data, and empower others by releasing tools that can be further
applied to numerous text-based use-cases.
While many works have explored methods for removing gender bias from text (Emami et al., 2019;
Hall Maudslay et al., 2019; Ravfogel et al., 2020),
no extant work on classifying gender or removing
gender bias has foregrounded the fact that we use
language, at least in part, to collaboratively and socially construct our gender identities. We propose
a pragmatic and semantic framework for measuring bias along three dimensions that is sensitive to
conversational and performative aspects of gender,
as illustrated in Figure 1. Recognizing these dimensions is important, because gender along each
dimension can affect text differently, for example,
by modifying word choice or imposing different
preferences on sentence structure.
Decomposing gender into separate dimensions
also allows for better identification of gender bias,
which subsequently enables us to train a suite of
classifiers for detecting different kinds of gender
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Ethayarajh et al., 2019; Gonen and Goldberg, 2019;
Kaneko and Bollegala, 2019; Kurita et al., 2019;
Zhao et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020)—including
multilingual ones (Escudé Font and Costa-jussà,
2019; Gonen et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019)—and
affect a wide range of downstream tasks including coreference resolution (Zhao et al., 2018a; Cao
and Daumé III, 2020; Emami et al., 2019), part-ofspeech and dependency parsing (Garimella et al.,
2019), language modeling (Qian et al., 2019; Nangia et al., 2020), appropriate turn-taking classification (Lepp, 2019), relation extraction (Gaut et al.,
2020), identification of offensive content (Sharifirad and Matwin, 2019; Sharifirad et al., 2019), and
machine translation (Stanovsky et al., 2019; Hovy
et al., 2020).

Table 1: Bias in Wikipedia. We compare the most
over-represented adjectives in Wikipedia biographies
of men and women to those in gender-neutral pages.
We use a part-of-speech tagger (Honnibal and Montani,
2017), and computed P (word | gender)/P (word) for
words that appear more than 500 times.

bias in text. We train several classifiers on publicly available data that we annotate with gender
information along our dimensions. We also collect
a new crowdsourced dataset (MDG ENDER) for
better fine-grained evaluation of gender classifier
performance. The classifiers we train have a wide
variety of potential applications. We evaluate them
on three: controlling the genderedness of generated
text, detecting gender biased text, and examining
the relationship between gender bias and offensive
language. In addition, we expect these classifiers
to be useful for future text applications such as detecting gender imbalance in newly created training
corpora or model-generated text.
This paper makes four novel contributions:
(i) we propose a multi-dimensional framework
(ABOUT, AS , TO) for measuring and mitigating
gender bias in language and NLP models, (ii) we
introduce an evaluation dataset for performing gender identification that contains utterances re-written
from the perspective of a specific gender along all
three dimensions, (iii) we build a suite of classifiers capable of labeling gender in both a single and
multitask set up, and finally (iv) we illustrate our
classifiers’ utility for several downstream applications. All datasets, annotations, and classifiers will
be released publicly to facilitate further research
into the important problem of gender bias in text.

2

Related Work

Gender affects myriad aspects of NLP, including
corpora, tasks, algorithms, and systems (Chang
et al., 2019; Costa-jussà, 2019; Sun et al., 2019).
For example, statistical gender biases are rampant in word embeddings (Jurgens et al., 2012;
Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Caliskan et al., 2017; Garg
et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018b; Basta et al., 2019;
Chaloner and Maldonado, 2019; Du et al., 2019;

For dialogue, gender biases in training corpora
have been found to be amplified in machine learning models (Lee et al., 2019; Dinan et al., 2020; Liu
et al., 2019). While many of the works cited above
proposed methods of mitigating the unwanted effects of gender on text, Hall Maudslay et al. (2019),
Liu et al. (2019), Zmigrod et al. (2019), and Dinan et al. (2020) in particular relied on counterfactual data to alter the training distribution to offset
gender-based statistical imbalances (see §4.2 for
more discussion of training set imbalances). Also
relevant is Kang et al. (2019, PASTEL), which introduced a parallel style corpus and showed gains
on style-transfer across binary genders.
Most relevant to this work, Sap et al. (2020)
proposed a framework for modeling pragmatic aspects of many social biases in text. Our work and
theirs focus on complementary aspects of a larger
goal—namely, making NLP safe and inclusive for
everyone—but the two approaches differ in several
ways. We treat statistical gender bias in human or
model generated text specifically, and in detail. Sap
et al. (2020) proposed a different but compatible
perspective, and aimed to situate gender bias within
the broader landscape of negative stereotypes in
social media text, an approach that can make parallels apparent across different kinds of harmful
text. Moreover, they considered different pragmatic
dimensions than we do: they targeted negatively
stereotyped commonsense implications in arguably
innocuous statements, whereas we investigate pragmatic dimensions that straightforwardly map to
conversational roles (i.e., topics, addressees, and
creators of text).
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Finally, when investigating gender biases, one

cannot ignore the intersectionality of gender identities, i.e., when gender non-additively interacts
with other identity characteristics. Negative gender
stereotyping is known to be alternatively weakened
or reinforced by the presence of social attributes
like dialect (Tatman, 2017), class (DegaetanoOrtlieb, 2018) and race (Davis, 1981; Crenshaw,
1989). These differences have been found to affect
gender classification in images (Buolamwini and
Gebru, 2018), and also in sentences encoders (May
et al., 2019). We acknowledge that these are crucial
considerations, and intend to incorporate them in
future work. For a thorough survey and a critical
discussion of best practices for researching social
“biases” in NLP, including and beyond gender, see
Blodgett et al. (2020).

3

Dimensions of Gender Bias

Gender permeates language differently depending
on the conversational role played by the people using that language (see Figure 1). We decompose
gender bias along multiple dimensions: bias when
speaking ABOUT someone, bias when speaking
TO someone, and bias from speaking AS someone.
This framework enables both finer-grained understanding of bias and better classification of gender’s
effects on text from multiple domains.
Definition of Gender We annotate gender with
four potential values: masculine, feminine, neutral
and unknown. We take neutral to contain characters
with either non-binary gender identity, or an identity which is unspecified for gender by definition
(e.g. a talking tree). We include an unknown category for when the gender is genuinely not known.
Speaking About: Gender of the Topic. It’s well
known that we change how we speak about others depending on who they are (Hymes, 1974;
Rickford and McNair-Knox, 1994), and what
their gender identity is (Lakoff, 1973; Eckert and
McConnell-Ginet, 1992). For example, adjectives
which describe women have been shown to differ
from those used to describe men in numerous situations (Trix and Psenka, 2003; Gaucher et al., 2011;
Moon, 2014; Hoyle et al., 2019), as do verbs that
take nouns referring to men as opposed to women
(Guerin, 1994; Hoyle et al., 2019).
Speaking To: Gender of the Addressee. People
often adjust their speech based on who they are
speaking with—their addressee(s)—to show solidarity with their audience or to express social dis-

tance (Wish et al., 1976; Bell, 1984; Hovy, 1987;
Rickford and McNair-Knox, 1994; Bell and Johnson, 1997; Eckert and Rickford, 2001). We expect
the addressee’s gender to affect, for example, how
a man might communicate with another man about
hair styles or beard hygiene. This exchange would
probably differ if the man was communicating instead with a woman about the same topic.
Speaking As: Gender of the Speaker. People react to content differently depending on who created
it. Like race, gender is often described as a “fundamental” category for self-identification and selfdescription (Banaji and Prentice, 1994, 315), with
men, women, and non-binary people differing in
how they actively create their own gender identities
(West and Zimmerman, 1987). Who someone is
speaking as strongly affects what they may say and
how they say it, down to the level of their choices of
adjectives and verbs in self-descriptions (Charyton
and Snelbecker, 2007; Wetzel et al., 2012).

4

Creating Gender Classifiers

In an ideal world, we would expect little difference
between texts describing men, women, and people
with other gender identities. A machine learning
model, then, would be unable to pick up on statistical differences in gendered language (i.e., statistical gender bias), because such differences would
not exist. However, gender-based distributional
differences do exist in current-day text (Table 1),
and current-day gender bias classifiers can achieve
much better than random performance (§5). Thus,
we believe the aim of research like ours should be
to work towards training the best and most sensitive gender classifier imaginable. If we had such
an idealized classifier, it should eventually achieve
random performance on future datasets, thereby
signalling that we managed to create a dataset that
is not gender biased. We take the classifiers we
introduce here to be first steps towards this goal.
Previous work on gender bias classification has
been predominantly single-task—often supervised
on the task of analogy—and relied mainly on word
lists, that are binarily gendered (Bolukbasi et al.,
2016; Zhao et al., 2018b, 2019; Gonen and Goldberg, 2019)—sometimes also explicitly (Caliskan
et al., 2017; Hoyle et al., 2019).1 While wordlist1
We draw the distinction between explicitly gendered
words, like mother and father which only refer to people
of a specific gender, and statistically gendered words, like
doctor and nurse, which can refer to people of any gender but
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Dataset

M

F

N

U

Dim

10M
39K
19K
6K
1M
22K
22K
149K
95K
13K
13K

1M
15K
3K
1K
1M
22K
22K
69K
45K
8K
8K

1M
154K
1K
1K
-

86K
86K
131K
209K
83K
83K

ABOUT
ABOUT
ABOUT
ABOUT
AS
AS
TO
AS
TO
AS
TO

384
396
411

401
371
382

-

-

ABOUT
AS
TO

Training Data
Wikipedia
Image Chat
Funpedia
Wizard
Yelp
ConvAI2
ConvAI2
OpenSub
OpenSub
LIGHT
LIGHT
Evaluation Data
MDG ENDER
MDG ENDER
MDG ENDER

Table 2: Dataset Statistics. Dataset size and dimension for the eight training datasets and MDG ENDER.

based approaches provided a solid start, they ultimately prove insufficient. First, they conflate different conversational dimensions of gender bias, and
are therefore unable to detect the subtle, but very
well-described, pragmatic differences of interest
here. Second, most existing gendered word lists
are limited to explicitly binarily gendered words
(e.g., mom vs. dad). Not only is binary gender completely inadequate for the task, but excluding statistically gendered words is problematic—because
they are also strong anchors of gender stereotypes
(Bolukbasi et al. 2016; Ethayarajh et al. 2019, i.a.).
Instead, we develop classifiers that decompose
gender bias over sentences into semantic and/or
pragmatic dimensions (about/to/as), including gender information that (i) falls outside the malefemale binary, (ii) can be contextually determined,
and (iii) is statistically as opposed to explicitly gendered. In the subsequent sections, we provide details regarding the annotation of data, and details
for training these classifiers.
4.1

sion of inferrable information about one or more
of our dimensions, diversity in textual domain, and
high quality, open-source data.
The datasets are: Wikipedia, Funpedia (a less
formal version of Wikipedia) (Miller et al., 2017),
Wizard of Wikipedia (knowledge-based conversation) (Dinan et al., 2019c), Yelp Reviews2 , ConvAI2 (chit-chat dialogue) (Dinan et al., 2019b),
ImageChat (chit-chat dialogue about an image)
(Shuster et al., 2018), OpenSubtitles (dialogue from
movies) (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016), and LIGHT
(chit-chat fantasy dialogue) (Urbanek et al., 2019).
Table 2 presents dataset statistics.
Some of the datasets contain gender annotations
provided by existing work. For example, classifiers
trained for style transfer algorithms have previously
annotated the gender of Yelp reviewers (Subramanian et al., 2018). In other datasets, we infer the
gender labels. For example, in datasets where users
are first assigned a persona to represent before
chatting, often the gender of the persona is predetermined. In some cases gender annotations are
not provided. In these cases, we sometimes impute
the label if we are able to do so with high confidence. More details regarding how this was done
can be found in §A.1.

Data

In this section, we describe how we annotated our
training data, including both the 8 existing datasets
and our novel evaluation dataset, MDG ENDER.
Annotation of Existing Datasets. We select a
variety of existing datasets for training. Since one
of our main contributions is a suite of open-source
general-purpose gender bias classifiers, we selected
datasets for training based on three criteria: inclu-

Evaluation Dataset: MDG ENDER. To make
our classifiers reliable on all dimensions across
multiple domains, we train on a variety of datasets.
However, none of the existing data covers all three
dimensions at the same time, and furthermore,
many of the gender labels are noisy. To enable
reliable evaluation, we collect a specialized corpus,
MDG ENDER, which acts as a gold-labeled dataset
for the masculine and feminine classes.
First, we collect conversations between two
speakers. Each speaker is provided with a persona description containing gender information,
then tasked with adopting that persona and having a conversation. They are also provided with
small sections of a biography from Wikipedia as
the conversation topic. Using personas biographies
to frame the conversation encourages crowdworkers to discuss ABOUT / TO / AS gender information.
To ensure there is ABOUT / TO / AS gender information contained in each utterance, we perform a
second pass over the dataset. In this next phase, we
ask a second set of annotators to rewrite each utterance to make it very clear that they are speaking
ABOUT a man or a woman, speaking AS a man or a
2

are statistically biased towards one gender.
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https://yelp.com/dataset

About

Model
SingleTask ABOUT
SingleTask TO
SingleTask AS
MultiTask

To

As

Avg.

M

F

Avg.

M

F

Avg.

M

F

All Avg.

70.43
50.12
46.97
62.59

63.54
99.74
51.3
64.32

77.31
0.5
42.4
60.85

44.44
49.39
57.27
78.25

36.25
95.38
67.15
73.24

52.62
3.4
47.38
83.25

67.75
50.41
78.21
72.15

69.19
100
70.71
66.67

66.31
0.81
85.71
77.63

60.87
49.97
60.82
67.13

Table 3: Accuracy on the novel evaluation dataset MDG ENDER comparing single task classifiers to our multitask classifiers. We report accuracy on the masculine and the feminine classes, as well as the average of these
two metrics. Finally, we report the average (of the M-F averages) across the three dimensions. MDG ENDERwas
collected to enable evaluation on the masculine and feminine classes, for which much of the training data is noisy.

Model
Wikipedia
Image Chat
Funpedia
Wizard
Yelp
ConvAI2
ConvAI2
OpenSubtitles
OpenSubtitles
LIGHT
LIGHT

Multitask Performance
M
F
N Avg. Dim.
87.4
36.48
75.82
64.51
73.92
44
45.98
56.95
53.73
51.57
51.92

86.65
83.56
82.24
83.33
65.08
65.65
61.28
59.31
60.29
65.72
68.48

55.2
33.22
70.52
81.82
-

77.22
51.09
76.2
76.55
69.5
54.83
53.63
58.12
57.01
58.65
60.2

ABOUT
ABOUT
ABOUT
ABOUT
AS
AS
TO
AS
TO
AS
TO

Table 4: Performance of the multitask model. We
evaluate the multitask model on the test sets from our
training data. We report accuracy on each gold label—
masculine, feminine, and neutral—and the average of
the three. We do not report accuracy on imputed labels.

woman, and speaking TO a man or a woman. For
example, given the utterance Hey, how are you today? I just got off work, a valid rewrite to make the
utterance ABOUT a woman could be: Hey, what’s
up? I went for a coffee with my friend and her dog
after work as the her indicates a woman. Annotators are additionally asked to label how confident
they are that someone else could predict the given
gender label, allowing for flexibility between explicit genderedness (like the use of he or she) and
statistical genderedness. An example instance of
the task is shown in Table 10 and the interface is
shown in §A.2 Figure 2. Additionally, we provide
demographic information about the annotators for
this task in §A.2.
4.2

Models

We outline how these classifiers are trained to predict gender bias along the three dimensions, provid-

ing details of the classifier architectures as well as
how the data labels are used. In the single-task setting, we predict masculine, feminine, or neutral for
each dimension – allowing the classifier to predict
any of the three labels for the unknown category).
To obtain a classifier capable of multitasking across
the about/to/as dimensions, we train a model to
score and rank a set of possible classes given textual input. For example, if given Hey, John, I’m
Jane!, the model is trained to rank elements of both
the sets {TO:masculine, TO:feminine, TO:neutral}
and {AS:masculine, AS:feminine, AS:neutral}
and produce appropriate labels TO:masculine and
AS:feminine. Models are trained and evaluated on
the annotated datasets as well as MDG ENDER.
Model Architectures. For single task and multitask models, we use a pretrained Transformerbased (Vaswani et al., 2017) architecture. The
model takes a text sequence (such as “John
Doe was a man”) and a set of labels corresponding to the gender along a given dimension
(such as {ABOUT:masculine, ABOUT:feminine,
ABOUT:neutral}) as input; the model then ranks
this set according to the textual input (as described),
and outputs the top element from the set (such as
‘ABOUT:masculine’). More specifically, the Transformer provides representations for the textual input and set of classes. Classes are then scored (and
ranked) by taking a dot product between the representations of the textual input and a given class, following the bi-encoder architecture (Humeau et al.,
2019) trained with cross entropy. We use the same
architecture and pre-training as in BERT-base (Devlin et al., 2019): specifically, the architecture is
a 12 layer transformer encoder base with 12 attention heads and an embedding size of 768. We use
ParlAI for model training (Miller et al., 2017).
We will release all data and models.
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Model
MultiTask

Performance
M
F
N Avg.
87.4 86.65 55.2 77.22

Wikipedia Only
88.65 88.22 68.58 81.82
-gend words
86.94 74.62 74.33 78.63
-gend words and names 82.10 82.52 55.21 73.28
Table 5:
Ablation of gender classifiers on the
Wikipedia test set. We report the model accuracy on
the masculine, feminine, and neutral classes, as well as
the average accuracy across them. We train classifiers
(1) on the entire text (2) after removing explicitly gendered words using a word list and (3) after removing
gendered words and names. While removing gendered
words and names makes classification more challenging, the model still obtains high accuracy.

5
5.1

Results
About/To/As Gender Classification

Quality of Classification Models. We compare
models that classify along a single dimension compared to one that multitasks across all three, using MDG ENDERto evaluate. We measure the
percentage accuracy for masculine and feminine
classes. (Recall, the MDG ENDERdoes not contain
unknown or neutral classes.) More details on this
new dataset can be found in Section 4.1. Classifier
results on MDG ENDER are shown in Table 3.
We find that the multitask classifier has the best
average performance across all dimensions, with a
small hit to single-task performance in the ABOUT
and AS dimensions. As expected, the single task
models are unable to transfer to other dimensions:
this clearly shows that gender information manifests differently along each dimension. Further,
it demonstrates that solely using existing datasets
is inadequate, as they do not contain labeled data
along all three dimensions. Training for a single
task allows models to specialize to detect and understand the nuances of text that indicate bias along
one of the dimensions. However, in a multitask setting, models can learn to generalize to understand
what language characterizes bias across multiple
dimensions: we particularly see this manifest in the
TO dimension.

in Table 4. We find that ABOUT is the easiest dimension, particularly data from Wikipedia or based
on Wikipedia, such as Funpedia and Wizard of
Wikipedia, achieving almost 80% accuracy. This
could be driven by the number of discussions about
named entities, so classifying text ABOUT someone
may be easier if a name is present.
The TO and AS directions are both more difficult,
likely as they involve more context clues rather
than relying on textual attributes and surface forms
such as she and he to predict correctly. We find that
generally the datasets have similar performance,
except Yelp restaurant reviews, which has a higher
accuracy (70%) on predicting AS.
Analysis of Classifier Performance. We break
down choices made during training by comparing
different models on Wikipedia (ABOUT dimension).
We train with the variations of masking out gendered words and names. As gendered words and
names are strongly correlated with gender, masking can force models into a more challenging but
nuanced setting where they must learn to detect
bias from the remaining text. We present the results in Table 5: masking out gendered words and
names makes classification more challenging, but
the model is still able to obtain high accuracy, indicating that gender bias is deeply embedded in the
language used.

6

Applications

We demonstrate the broad utility of our multitask
classifier by applying it to three different downstream applications. First, we show that we can
use the classifier to control the genderedness of
generated text. Next, we demonstrate its utility in
biased text detection by applying it to Wikipedia
to find the most gendered biographies. Finally, we
evaluate our classifier on offensive text to explore
the interplay between offensive text and gender.

Performance by Dataset. The gender classifiers
along the TO , AS and ABOUT dimensions are
trained on a variety of different existing datasets
across multiple domains. We analyze which
datasets are the most difficult to classify correctly
319

6.1

Controllable Generation

By learning to associate control variables with textual properties, generative models can be controlled
at inference time to adjust the generated text based
on the desired properties of the user. This has
been applied to a variety of different cases, including generating text of different lengths (Fan et al.,
2018a), generating questions in chit-chat (See et al.,
2019), and reducing bias (Dinan et al., 2020).
Previous work in gender bias used word lists to
control bias, but found that word lists were lim-

Generation Statistics
Control Token

# Gend. words

Pct. masc.

TO:feminine
AS:feminine
ABOUT:feminine
Word list, feminine

246
227
1151
1158

48.0
51.0
19.72
18.22

TO:masculine
AS:masculine
ABOUT:masculine
Word list, masculine

372
402
800
1459

75.0
71.6
91.62
94.8

Table 6: Word statistics measured on text generated
from 1000 different seed utterances from ConvAI2 for
each control token. We measure the number of gendered words (from a word list) that appear in the generated text, and the percentage of masculine-gendered
words among all gendered words.

ited in coverage and applicability to a variety of
domains (Dinan et al., 2020). However, by decomposing bias along the TO , AS, and ABOUT dimensions, fine-grained control models can be trained to
control these different dimensions separately. This
is important in various applications — for example, one may want to train a chatbot with a specific
personality, leaving the AS dimension untouched,
but want the bot to speak to and about everyone in
a similar way. In this application, we train three
different generative models, each of which controls
generation for gender along one of the TO, AS, and
ABOUT dimensions.
Methods We generate training data by taking the
multitask classifier and using it to classify 250,000
textual utterances from Reddit, using a previously
existing dataset extracted and obtained by a third
party and made available on pushshift.io. This
dataset was chosen as it is conversational in nature, but not one of the datasets that the classifier
was trained on. We then use the labels from the
classifier to prepend the utterances with tokens that
indicate its gender label along the dimension. For
example for the ABOUT dimension, we prepend
utterances with tokens ABOUT:<gender label>.
At inference time, we choose control tokens to manipulate the text generated by the model.
We also compare to a baseline for which the control tokens are determined by a word list: if an utterance contains more masculine-gendered words than
feminine-gendered words from the word list it is
labeled as masculine (and vice versa for feminine);
if it contains no gendered words or an equal number of masculine and feminine gendered words, it

is labeled as neutral. Following Dinan et al. (2020),
we combine several existing word lists (Zhao et al.,
2018b, 2019; Hoyle et al., 2019).
For training, we fine-tune a large, Transformer
sequence-to-sequence model pretrained on a Reddit
dump made freely available by pushshift.io. At
inference time, we generate text via top-k sampling
(Fan et al., 2018b), with k = 10 with a beam size
of 10, and 3-gram blocking. We force the model to
generate a minimum of 20 BPE tokens.
Qualitative Results. Example generations from
various methods are shown in Appendix Table 11.
In these examples we see that controlling for gender along different dimensions yields highly varied
responses, even for identical input. This illustrates
why limiting control to word lists is not enough
to capture different aspects of gender. For example, adjusting AS to ‘feminine’ causes the model
to write No, I’ve been working. I don’t think I can
make friendships online, whereas setting ABOUT
to ‘feminine’ for the same exact input causes the
model to write I think the problem is she’s a girl,
so there’s not a lot of opportunity to make friends.
We can also see from these examples how the
genderedness of text differs along each axis when
we switch between conditioning on masculine and
feminine. For example, adjusting AS to ‘feminine’
causes the model to write Awwww, that sounds wonderful, whereas setting AS to masculine generates
You can do it bro!
Quantitative Results. Quantitatively, we evaluate by generating 1000 utterances seeded from ConvAI2 using both masculine and feminine control
tokens and counting the number of gendered words
from a gendered word list that also appear in the
generated text. Results are shown in Table 6.
Utterances generated using ABOUT control tokens contain many gendered words. One might
expect this, as when one speaks ABOUT another
person, one may refer to them using gendered pronouns. We observe that for the control tokens
TO:feminine and AS:feminine, the utterances contain a roughly equal number of masculine-gendered
and feminine-gendered words. This is a reflection
of the distribution in the training data: the ConvAI2
and Opensubtitles data show similar trends: on the
ConvAI2 data, fewer than half of the gendered
words in SELF:feminine utterances are femininegendered, and on the Opensubtitles data, the ratio
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Masculine genderedness scores
Biographies

Average

Median

All
Men
Women

0.74
0.90
0.042

0.98
0.99
0.00085

Table 7:
Masculine genderedness scores of
Wikipedia bios. We calculate a masculine genderedness score for a Wikipedia page by taking the
median px = P (x ∈ ABOUT:masculine) among all
paragraphs x in the page, where P is the probability
distribution given by the classifier. We report the
average and median scores for all biographies, as well
as for biographies of men and women respectively.
Percentage of masculine-gendered text
Dim
ABOUT
TO
AS

Safe
81.03
44.68
42.29

Offensive
70.66
60.15
65.12

t-statistic
5.49
-22.02
-14.56

p-value
5.19e-08
1.94e-46
1.05e-99

Table 8: Genderedness of offensive content. We measure the percentage of utterances in both the ”safe”
and ”offensive” classes that are classified as masculinegendered, among utterances that are classified as either masculine- or feminine-gendered. We test the hypothesis that safe and offensive classes distributions of
masculine-gendered utterances differ using a t-test and
report the p-value for each dimension.

drops to one-third.3
6.2

Bias Detection

Creating classifiers along different dimensions can
be used to detect gender bias in any form of text,
beyond dialogue itself. Such methods are useful
in applications such as detecting, removing, and
rewriting biased writing. We investigate using the
trained classifiers to detect the most gendered biographies in Wikipedia.

ographies in the set of 65, 000 that fit this criteria
Table 7. We observe that while on average, the
biographies skew largely toward masculine (the average score is 0.74), the classifier is more confident
in the femininity of pages about women than it is
in the masculinity of pages about men: the average feminine genderedness score for pages about
women is 1 − 0.042 = 0.958, while the average
masculine genderedness score for pages about men
is 0.90. This might suggest that biographies about
women contain more gendered text on average.
Qualitative Results. We show the pages with the
minimum score (most feminine-gendered biographies) and the maximum score (most masculinegendered biographies) in Table 12 in the Appendix. The most masculine-gendered biographies
are mostly composers and conductors, likely due
to the historical imbalance in these occupations.
Amongst the most feminine gendered biographies,
there are many actresses from the mid-20th century. By examining the most feminine gendered
paragraphs, anecdotally we find these are often
describing the subject’s life after retirement. For
example, Linda Darnell’s biography contains the
line Because of her then-husband, Philip Liebmann,
Darnell put her career on a hiatus, which clearly
reflects negative societal stereotypes about the importance of women’s careers (Hiller and Philliber,
1982; Duxbury and Higgins, 1991; Pavalko and
Elder Jr., 1993; Byrne and Barling, 2017; Reid,
2018).
6.3

Offensive Content

Quantitative Results. We report the average and
median masculine genderedness scores for all bi-

Finally, the interplay and correlation between gendered text and offensive text is an important area for
study, as many examples of explicitly or contextually gendered text are disparaging or have negative
connotations (e.g., “cat fight” and “doll”). Particularly for dialogue, neither form is desirable in the
output of any chatbot system. There is a growing body of research on detecting offensive language in text. In particular, there has been recent
work aimed at improving the detection of offensive
language in the context of dialogue (Dinan et al.,
2019a). We investigate this relationship by examining the distribution of labels output by our gender
classifier on data that is labeled for offensiveness.

3
The Opensubtitles data recalls the Bechdel test, which
asks “whether a work [of fiction] features at least two women
who talk to each other about something other than a man.”
(Wikipedia contributors, 2020)

Methods. We use the Standard training and evaluation dataset from Dinan et al. (2019a). We examine the relationship between genderedness and

Methods. We apply the multitask model to detect
the most gendered masculine and feminine biographies in Wikipedia. We calculate the probability of
being masculine in the ABOUT dimension for each
paragraph among 65, 000 biographies. We calculate a masculine genderedness score for the page
by taking the median amongst all its paragraphs.
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offensive utterances by labeling the gender of utterances (along the three dimensions) in the “safe”
and “offensive” classes using our multitask classifier. We then measure the ratio of utterances labeled
as masculine-gendered among utterances labeled
as either masculine- or feminine-gendered.
Quantitative Results. Results are shown in Table 8. We observe that, on the ABOUT dimension,
both the safe data and offensive data are more likely
to be masculine than feminine; however, the offensive data is relatively less likely to be masculine.
On the other hand, on the AS and TO dimensions,
the safe data is more likely to be labeled as feminine and the offensive data is more likely to be
labeled as masculine. We test the hypothesis that
these distributions are unequal using a T-test, and
find that these results are significant.
Qualitative Results. To explore how offensive
content differs when it is ABOUT women and
ABOUT men, we identified utterances for which the
model had high confidence (probability > 0.70)
that the utterance was feminine or masculine along
the ABOUT dimension. After excluding stop words
and words shorter than three characters, we handannotated the top 20 most frequent words as being
explicitly gendered, a swear word, and/or bearing
sexual connotation. For words classified as masculine, 25% of words fell into these categories,
whereas for words classified as feminine, 75% of
the words fell into these categories.

7

Conclusion

We propose a general framework for analyzing gender bias along three dimensions: (1) gender of the
person being spoken about (ABOUT), (2) gender of
the addressee (TO), and (3) gender of the speaker
(AS). We annotate eight large existing datasets and
create an evaluation dataset for the task of detect
bias along each of these dimensions. We train classifiers (single and multitask) that demonstrate their
broad utility by displaying strong performance in
controlling bias in dialogue, detecting genderedness in text such as Wikipedia, and highlighting
gender differences in offensive text.
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A

Appendices

A.1

Existing Data Annotation

Many of our annotated datasets contain cases where
the ABOUT, AS , TO labels are not provided (i.e. unknown). For example, often we do not know the
gender of the content creator for Wikipedia (i.e.,
the AS dimension is unknown). To retain such examples for training, we either impute the gender
label or provide a label at random. We apply the
imputation strategy for data for which the ABOUT
label is unknown using a classifier trained only on
other Wikipedia data for which this label is provided. Data without a TO or AS label was assigned
one at random, choosing between masculine and
feminine with equal probability. From epoch to
epoch, we switch these arbitrarily assigned labels
so that the model learns to label unknown examples as masculine or feminine with roughly equal
probability. This label flipping allows us to retain greater quantities of data by preserving unknown samples. During training, we balance the
data across the masculine, feminine, and neutral
classes by up-sampling classes with fewer examples. We describe in more detail how each of the
eight training datasets is annotated:
1. Wikipedia - to annotate ABOUT, we use a
Wikipedia dump and extract biography pages.
We identify biographies using named entity
recognition applied to the title of the page
(Honnibal and Montani, 2017). We label
pages with a gender based on the number of
gendered pronouns (he vs. she vs. they) and
label each paragraph in the page with this label for the ABOUT dimension.4 Wikipedia is
well known to have gender bias in equity of
biographical coverage and lexical bias in noun
references to women (Reagle and Rhue, 2011;
Graells-Garrido et al., 2015; Wagner et al.,
2015; Klein and Konieczny, 2015; Klein et al.,
2016; Wagner et al., 2016), making it an interesting test bed for our investigation.
2. Funpedia - Funpedia (Miller et al., 2017) contains rephrased Wikipedia sentences in a more
conversational way. We retain only biography related sentences and annotate similar to
Wikipedia, to give ABOUT labels.
4

This method of imputing gender is similar to the one used
in Reagle and Rhue (2011, 1142) and Bamman and Smith
(2014), except we also incorporate non-oppositional gender
categories, and rely on basic counts without scaling.
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3. Wizard of Wikipedia - Wizard of Wikipedia
(Dinan et al., 2019c) contains two people discussing a topic in Wikipedia. We retain only
the conversations on Wikipedia biographies
and annotate to create ABOUT labels.
4. ImageChat - ImageChat (Shuster et al., 2018)
contains conversations discussing the contents
of an image. We use the Xu et al. image
captioning system5 to identify the contents of
an image and select gendered examples.
5. Yelp - we use the Yelp reviewer gender predictor developed by (Subramanian et al., 2018)
and retain reviews for which the classifier is
very confident – this creates labels for the content creator of the review (AS). We impute
ABOUT labels on this dataset using a classifier
trained on the datasets 1-4.
6. ConvAI2 - ConvAI2 (Dinan et al., 2019b)
contains persona-based conversations. Many
personas contain sentences such as I am a old
woman or My name is Bob which allows annotators to annotate the gender of the speaker
(AS) and addressee (TO) with some confidence.
Many of the personas have unknown gender.
We impute ABOUT labels on this dataset using
a classifier trained on the datasets 1-4.
7. OpenSubtitiles - OpenSubtitles6 (Lison and
Tiedemann, 2016) contains subtitles for
movies in different languages. We retain English subtitles that contain a character name or
identity. We annotate the character’s gender
using gender kinship terms such as daughter and gender probability distribution calculated by counting the masculine and feminine
names of baby names in the United States7 .
Using the character’s gender, we get labels for
the AS dimension. We get labels for the TO
dimension by taking the gender of the next
character to speak if there is another utterance in the conversation; otherwise, we take
the gender of the last character to speak. We
impute ABOUT labels on this dataset using a
classifier trained on the datasets 1-4.
8. LIGHT - LIGHT contains persona-based conversation. Similarly to ConvAI2, annotators
5
https://github.com/AaronCCWong/
Show-Attend-and-Tell
6
http://www.opensubtitles.org/
7
https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/baby-names-fromsocial-security-card-applications-national-level-data

Percent of total
Man
Woman
Non-binary
Prefer not to say

67.38
18.34
0.21
14.07

Table 9: Self-reported gender identities of annotators
used to collect the new evaluation dataset MDG EN DER . Annotators were given the option to not answer
this question or to select “prefer not to say.”

labeled the gender of each persona (Dinan
et al., 2020), giving us labels for the speaker
(AS) and speaking partner (TO). We impute
ABOUT labels on this dataset using a classifier
trained on the datasets 1-4.
A.2

New Evaluation Dataset

The interface for our new evaluation dataset MDG ENDER can be seen in Figure 2. Examples from
the new dataset can be found in Table 10.
This dataset was collected using crowdworkers
from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. All workers are
English-speaking and located in the United States.
During the “re-write phase” (described in §4.1)
crowdworkers were asked to provide their own gender identity if they were willing. Workers were
given the option to not answer this question or to
select “prefer not to say.” Results from this survey
are shown in Table 9. For privacy reasons we do
not associate the self-reported gender of the annotator with the labeled examples in the dataset and
only report these statistics in aggregate. Over two
thirds of annotators identified as men, which may
introduce its own biases into the dataset.
A.3

Applications

Example generations for various control tokens, as
well as for our word list baseline, are shown in
Table 11. See §6.1 on Controllable Generation in
the main paper for more details.
The top 10 most gendered Wikipedia biographies are shown in Table 12. See §6.2 on Detecting
Bias in the main paper for more details.
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Figure 2: Annotation interface. Annotation interface for collecting MDG ENDER. Annotators were shown an
utterance from a conversation, and asked to re-write it such that it is clear they would be speaker about/to/as a man
or a woman. They were then asked for their confidence level.

Utterance
Original: That’s interesting. I am a Chef. What are your
hobbies
Rewrite: that’s interesting. i am a chef and nfl player
what are your hobbies
Original: My name is Zachery but most call me Z.
What’s your name miss?
Rewrite: My name is Tina but most call me T. What’s
your name miss?
Original: I said I like to wrestle with my kids for fun.
What do you do for work?
Rewrite: i said i like to wrestle with my son for fun.
what do you do for work?
Original: just checking up on you by saying hi
Rewrite: Hanna said she was just checking up on you
by saying hi
Original: How are you doing today Jahsim?
Rewrite: How are you doing today Mr. Jahsim?
Original: My name is Alexsandro and I am a bee
farmer!
Rewrite: My name is alexsandro and I am a bee farmer!
How about you ma’am?

Dim.

Gender

Confidence

AS

masc.

certain

AS

fem.

pretty sure

ABOUT

masc.

certain

ABOUT

fem.

pretty sure

TO

masc.

certain

AS

fem.

certain

Table 10: Examples from the MDG ENDER. Crowdworkers were asked to re-write dialogue utterances such that
most people would guess that the utterance was either said to, said by, or about a man or a woman. Afterwards,
they were asked to give a confidence level in their re-write, meant to capture the differences between statistical
biases (more men play football than women) and fact (you do not have to be a man to play football).
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Input: Awww! Cute! Our are a handful, but they are my babies! 4 wiener dogs.
TO:feminine I can’t wait for your children to get married.. I want one so badly! : )
AS:feminine Awwww, that sounds wonderful. Can’t wait to see them in person! : )
ABOUT:feminine You’re my hero. That’s a cute dog. How long has she been with you?
Word list, feminine That’s pretty awesome! She was a little bit overweight but she’s a sweet girl now
Input: Does vegan mean you do not want to be a super hero?
TO:feminine I’d love to be vegan, but it just isn’t something I have any interest in doing.
AS:feminine I don’t want to become super heroes! I just think it would be cool to be vegan.
ABOUT:feminine She’s a girl. She can’t be a superhero!!! 11! 1! 1 1!
Word list, feminine It does. She is a vegan and I am a super - hero. I am not vegan, and I don’t want to become any sort of
superhero.
Input: That is an good. Maybe you can make friends in a club or on a job?
TO:feminine I was going to do that, but then I realized I didn’t want to be alone.
AS:feminine No, I’ve been working. I don’t think I can make friendships online.
ABOUT:feminine I think the problem is she’s a girl, so there’s not a lot of opportunity to make friends.
Word list, feminine I have a girlfriend and I live in a small town. I don’t know what clubs she can make any friends in.
Input: Its been 2 years I am a grease monkey and been trying to stay busy
TO:masculine I’m not sure this is true. I’ve seen a lot of grease monkeys on reddit. I don’t think there’s any evidence it’s true.
AS:masculine You can do it bro! Just keep at it! You got this!!! : d )
ABOUT:male I’d love to be a grease guy but I just can’t make it to the gym. : (
Word list, masculine You’re not alone bro. I’m trying to be that guy, but it’s a little hard sometimes.
Input: Have you ever almost died? I nearly did from urinary cancer when I was 18.
TO:masculine No one in my family has died. I have only seen a handful of people die. I am sure you will be fine.
AS:masculine No I haven’t. But it’s a lot better now, thanks to all the help I’ve received.
ABOUT:masculine He said * nearly *. It’s more likely to happen when you’re older than the average person.
Word list, masculine I’ve only been alive for 3 days. I have no idea what I’m going to do next, but I’ll be okay.
Input: I totally believe you. I love working out.
TO:masculine I’m going to start doing this, thanks! If it works, I’ll post it on r / fitness!
AS:masculine Thanks! I’ve always been really into exercise, too, and it’s definitely helped me.
ABOUT:masculine Thank you! I’m really glad he does : ). I’ve been working out since october.
Word list, masculine Me too! I love being able to go to the gym without feeling like I’m just a little kid. It’s so rewarding
when you get back in the swing of things.

Table 11: Example generations from a generative model trained using controllable generation, with control tokens
determined by the classifier. Sequences are generated with top-k sampling, k = 10, with a beam size of 10 and
3-gram blocking. Input is randomly sampled from the ConvAI2 dataset.
Most Feminine

Most Masculine

1. Edie Sedgwick: was an American actress and fashion
model...
2. Linda Darnell: was an American film actress...

1. Derek Jacobi: is an English actor and stage director...
2. Bohuslav Martinů: was a Czech composer of modern classical music...
3. Carlo Maria Giulini: was an Italian conductor...
4. Zubin Mehta: is an Indian conductor of Western
classical music...
5. John Barbirolli: was a British conductor and cellist
...
6. Claudio Abbado: was an Italian conductor...

3. Maureen O’Hara: was an Irish actress and singer...
4. Jessica Savitch: was an American television news
presenter and correspondent,...
5. Patsy Mink: Mink served in the U.S. House of
Representatives...
6. Shirley Chisholm: was an American politician, educator, and author...
7. Mamie Van Doren: is an American actress, model,
singer, and sex symbol who is...
8. Jacqueline Cochran: was a pioneer in the field of
American aviation and one of t...
9. Chloë Sevigny: is an American actress, fashion
designer, director, and form...
10. Hilda Solis: is an American politician and a member
of the Los Angeles Co...

7. Ed Harris: is an American actor, producer, director,
and screenwriter...
8. Richard Briers: was an English actor...
9. Artur Schnabel: was an Austrian classical pianist,
who also composed and tau...
10. Charles Mackerras: was an Australian conductor...

Table 12: Most gendered Wikipedia biographies We ran our multitask classifier over 68 thousand biographies
of Wikipedia. After selecting for biographies with a minimum number of paragraphs (resulting in 15.5 thousand
biographies) we scored them to determine the most masculine and feminine gendered.
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